
Controlled Drug Cabinets Controlled Drug Cabinets

product information

Sun-CDC/LIGHT1 *
(For Sun-CDC21/CDC22/CDC23 Cabinets)

Sun-CDC/LIGHT2 *
(For Sun-CDC24/CDC25 Cabinets)

Sun-CDC/BUZZ *
Buzzer alarm (has to
be combined with

Sun-CDC/Light)

Sun-CDC/LHH *
Left hand hinge option

Sun-CDC/KEY *
Additional key

accessories  * Factory fit - only available at time of ordering cabinet

dimensions - NB: Optional warning light transformer box adds 55mm to overall height

Independently tested to conform to or exceed all the required standards and legislation, all
our controlled drug cabinets provide secure storage, which can be adapted internally to
your exact requirements.

5V DC external warning light shows green when closed, red when open and flashes red when left open for 2.5 minutes. Nurse
call output, (volt free contact) for connection to nurse call system. Internal illumination when door is opened. Must be hard
wired to a 220/240V AC mains supply. Buzzer alarm activates when cabinet is left open for 5 minutes (only available when
combined with optional warning light)

Code: Sun-CDC21
Controlled drug cabinet with 1 shelf

Code: Sun-CDC22
Controlled drug cabinet with 1 shelf and 1 door tray,
shown with optional warning light

Code: Sun-CDC25
Controlled drug cabinet with 2 shelves, 2 door trays and 2 locks,
shown with optional warning light

Code: Sun-CDC24
Controlled drug cabinet with
2 shelves and 2 door trays,
shown with optional warning light

Code: Sun-CDC23
Controlled drug cabinet with
2 shelves and 2 door trays,
shown with optional warning light

CDC25

60cm(H)
60cm(W) 
30cm(D)

CDC24

55cm(H)
50cm(W)
30cm(D)

CDC23

55cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC22

30cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC21

30cm(H)
21cm(W) 
27cm(D)

Independently tested Meets the Misuse of
Drugs (Safe Custody

Regulation 1973)

BS 2881:1989
Security Level 1

compliant

3 keys supplied
(per lock)

Extra keys available

High security 8 lever
lock designed to

EN1300 and Vds 2396

Internal door
retaining flange

Durable and hygienic
white epoxy coating

Single door cabinets
are right hand hinged

(left hand optional)

2 year warranty Supplied fully
assembled

Optional warning light
and buzzer alarm

Easy clean design
and materials

Protective key
escutcheon

Adjustable shelves
and door trays

British made Delivery normally within
3-5 working days

(Sun-CDC21, 22 & 23 only)

Anti-pick levers &
deadlock mechanism 

misuse
of drugs
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Code: Sun-CDC23
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Controlled Drug Cabinets Controlled Drug Cabinets

product information

Sun-CDC/BUZZ *
Buzzer alarm (has to
be combined with

Sun-CDC/Light)

Sun-CDC/LHH *
Left hand hinge option

Sun-CDC/KEY *
Additional key

accessories  * Factory fit - only available at time of ordering cabinet

dimensions - NB: Optional warning light transformer box adds 55mm to overall height

Independently tested to conform to or exceed all the required standards and legislation, all
our controlled drug cabinets provide secure storage, which can be adapted internally to
your exact requirements.

5V DC external warning light shows green when closed, red when open and flashes red when left open for 2.5 minutes. Nurse
call output, (volt free contact) for connection to nurse call system. Internal illumination when door is opened. Must be hard
wired to a 220/240V AC mains supply. Buzzer alarm activates when cabinet is left open for 5 minutes (only available when
combined with optional warning light)

85cm(H)
100cm(W)
30cm(D)

85cm(H)
50cm(W)
45cm(D)

CDC28CDC27

85cm(H)
50cm(W)
30cm(D)

CDC26

Sun-CDC/LIGHT2 *
(For Sun-CDC26/CDC28 Cabinets)

Sun-CDC/LIGHT3 *
(For Sun-CDC27 Cabinet)

Independently tested Meets the Misuse of
Drugs (Safe Custody

Regulation 1973)

BS 2881:1989
Security Level 1

compliant

3 keys supplied
(per lock)

Extra keys available

High security 8 lever
lock designed to

EN1300 and Vds 2396

Internal door
retaining flange

Durable and hygienic
white epoxy coating

Single door cabinets
are right hand hinged

(left hand optional)

2 year warranty Supplied fully
assembled

Optional warning light
and buzzer alarm

Easy clean design
and materials

Protective key
escutcheon

Adjustable shelves
and door trays

British made

Anti-pick levers &
deadlock mechanism 

misuse
of drugs

118 119

Code: Sun-CDC26
Controlled drug cabinet with 4 shelves and 4 door trays,
shown with optional warning light

Code: Sun-CDC27
Controlled drug cabinet with 8 shelves and 8 door trays,
shown with optional warning light

Code: Sun-CDC28
Controlled drug cabinet with 4 shelves and 4 door trays,
shown with optional warning light



Medicine Cabinets with Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets Medicine Cabinets with Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets

dimensions - NB: Warning light transformer box adds 55mm to overall height

Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets

CDC23

55cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC22

30cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC21

30cm(H)
21cm(W) 
27cm(D)

product information

5V External warning light is green when
closed, red when open - fitted as

standard on outer medicine cabinet

Sun-MC/BUZZ *
Buzzer alarm

Sun-MC/LHH *
Left hand hinge option

Sun-MC/KEY *
Additional key for

outer cabinet

Sun-CDC/KEY *
Additional key for

controlled drug cabinet

accessories  * Factory fit - only available at time of ordering cabinet

MC2 MC3 MC6 MC7

66cm(H)
50cm(W)
30cm(D)

66cm(H)
60cm(W)
30cm(D)

91cm(H)
50cm(W)
30cm(D)

91cm(H)
60cm(W)
30cm(D)

Warning Light (fitted as standard)
5V DC external warning light shows green when closed, red when open and flashes red when left open for 2.5 minutes. Nurse
call output, (volt free contact) for connection to nurse call system. Internal illumination when door is opened. Must be hard
wired to a 220/240V AC mains supply. Buzzer alarm activates when cabinet is left open for 5 minutes (only available when
combined with optional warning light)

CODE: Sun-MCDC221
MC2 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC621
MC6 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC321
MC3 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC322
MC3 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC22 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC722
MC7 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC22 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC723
MC7 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC23 controlled drugs inner cabinet

Independently tested to conform to or exceed all the required standards and legislation. Our range
of combined medicine and drug cabinets provide secure storage, which can be adapted
internally to your exact requirements. A warning light and buzzer provide additional security.

Medicine Outer Cabinets

Independently tested Meets the Misuse of
Drugs (Safe Custody

Regulation 1973)

BS 2881:1989
Security Level 1

compliant

3 keys supplied
(per lock)

Extra keys available

High security 8 lever
lock designed to

EN1300 and Vds 2396

Optional 
buzzer alarm

Adjustable shelves
and door trays

Internal door
retaining flange

Durable and hygienic
white epoxy coating

Identification
coloured key fobs

Identification key
escutcheon on

Inner cabinet

2 year warranty Supplied fully
assembled

Easy clean design
and materials

British made

Anti-pick levers &
deadlock mechanism 

misuse
of drugs

Protective key
escutcheon on
outer cabinet

Single door cabinets
are right hand hinged

(left hand optional)
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Medicine Cabinets with Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets Medicine Cabinets with Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets

CDC23

55cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC22

30cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC21

30cm(H)
21cm(W) 
27cm(D)

product information

Sun-MC/BUZZ *
Buzzer alarm

Sun-MC/KEY *
Additional key for

outer cabinet

Sun-CDC/KEY *
Additional key for

controlled drug cabinet

accessories  * Factory fit - only available at time of ordering cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC421
MC4 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC821
MC8 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC521
MC5 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC522
MC5 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC22 controlled drugs inner cabinet

Independently tested to conform to or exceed all the required standards and legislation. Our range
of combined medicine and drug cabinets provide secure storage, which can be adapted
internally to your exact requirements. A warning light and buzzer provide additional security.

MC4 MC8MC5

66cm(H)
80cm(W)
30cm(D)

66cm(H)
100cm(W)
30cm(D)

91cm(H)
80cm(W)
30cm(D)

dimensions - NB: Warning light transformer box adds 55mm to overall height

Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets Medicine Outer Cabinets

Warning Light (fitted as standard)
5V DC external warning light shows green when closed, red when open and flashes red when left open for 2.5 minutes. Nurse
call output, (volt free contact) for connection to nurse call system. Internal illumination when door is opened. Must be hard
wired to a 220/240V AC mains supply. Buzzer alarm activates when cabinet is left open for 5 minutes (only available when
combined with optional warning light)

5V External warning light is green when
closed, red when open - fitted as

standard on outer medicine cabinet

Independently tested Meets the Misuse of
Drugs (Safe Custody

Regulation 1973)

BS 2881:1989
Security Level 1

compliant

3 keys supplied
(per lock)

Extra keys available

High security 8 lever
lock designed to

EN1300 and Vds 2396

Optional 
buzzer alarm

Adjustable shelves
and door trays

Internal door
retaining flange

Durable and hygienic
white epoxy coating

Identification
coloured key fobs

Identification key
escutcheon on

Inner cabinet

2 year warranty Supplied fully
assembled

Easy clean design
and materials

British made

Anti-pick levers &
deadlock mechanism 

misuse
of drugs

Protective key
escutcheon on
outer cabinet
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Medicine Cabinets with Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets Medicine Cabinets with Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets

product information

Sun-MC/BUZZ *
Buzzer alarm

Sun-MC/KEY *
Additional key for

outer cabinet

Sun-CDC/KEY *
Additional key for

controlled drug cabinet

accessories  * Factory fit - only available at time of ordering cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC921
MC9 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC21 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC922
MC9 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC22 controlled drugs inner cabinet

CODE: Sun-MCDC923
MC9 Medicine outer cabinet combined
with CDC23 controlled drugs inner cabinet

Independently tested to conform to or exceed all the required standards and legislation. Our range
of combined medicine and drug cabinets provide secure storage, which can be adapted
internally to your exact requirements. A warning light and buzzer provide additional security.

MC9

91cm(H)
100cm(W)
30cm(D)

CDC23

55cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC22

30cm(H)
34cm(W)
27cm(D)

CDC21

30cm(H)
21cm(W) 
27cm(D)

dimensions - NB: Warning light transformer box adds 55mm to overall height

Controlled Drug Inner Cabinets

Warning Light (fitted as standard)
5V DC external warning light shows green when closed, red when open and flashes red when left open for 2.5 minutes. Nurse
call output, (volt free contact) for connection to nurse call system. Internal illumination when door is opened. Must be hard
wired to a 220/240V AC mains supply. Buzzer alarm activates when cabinet is left open for 5 minutes (only available when
combined with optional warning light)

5V External warning light is green when
closed, red when open - fitted as

standard on outer medicine cabinet

Independently tested Meets the Misuse of
Drugs (Safe Custody

Regulation 1973)

BS 2881:1989
Security Level 1

compliant

3 keys supplied
(per lock)

Extra keys available

High security 8 lever
lock designed to

EN1300 and Vds 2396

Optional 
buzzer alarm

Adjustable shelves
and door trays

Internal door
retaining flange

Durable and hygienic
white epoxy coating

Identification
coloured key fobs

Identification key
escutcheon on

Inner cabinet

2 year warranty Supplied fully
assembled

Easy clean design
and materials

British made

Anti-pick levers &
deadlock mechanism 

misuse
of drugs

Protective key
escutcheon on
outer cabinet
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